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An unforgettable love tale and the incredible chronicle of a musical
genius and a mathematical prodigy who share a medical diagnosis of
Asperger’s syndrome. Today, with their union more powerful than ever,
they have dedicated themselves to assisting countless other people with
Asperger's and autism lead lives of dignity. The Hollywood feeding
frenzy was a great deal to handle, and they divorced.they both were
diagnosed with Asperger's syndrome, a form of autism that affects
millions of People in america and makes social contact painfully
unbearable. They made an appearance on 60 Minutes and soon were referred
to as "superstars in the wonderful world of autism," shining types of
two different people who refused to give up in the face of their mutual
challenge. When Jerry and Mary wedded, they were catapulted in to the
limelight. But just when it appeared that their lives would enjoy a
fairy-tale closing, their relationship fell aside. A musical genius and
a mathematical wonder, the two shared astronomic IQs, but they also
shared something else— After heartbreaking years of soul looking, Jerry
and Mary remarried.When Jerry and Mary Newport met, the connection was
instant.
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Thank you for sharing an Aspie Relationship with the World! I'd
recommend it to anyone thinking about Asperger's Syndrome. Two Stars
boring Interesting and heartwarming. Anyways, this book is worth the
examine. I liked the way it alternated between Jerry and Mary acquiring
turns telling stories of their tough childhoods, suicide tries, and the
highs and lows of their marriage.I came across it rang true in every
respect and gave me further insight into Autism Spectrum Disorder AND
into my own AS relationship of 23 years. It taught me about the nice and
bad areas of an AS relationship. I don't understand how they could place
all of this into a movie. For in the end, understanding one's spouse's
idiosyncracies is mandatory for just about any marriage-- AS or
elsewhere.This book offers a beacon of hope for those on the Spectrum
who think marriage is beyond them. We learn their individual means of
dealing with "Aspie". After Jerry and Mary meet, fall in like and get
married, Steven Spielberg buys the privileges to their tale and produces
a movie! It had been so uplifting to read about two different people
with Aspberger's who have such positive attitudes (well, Jerry is the
more morose of both, but he's determined to exist to the fullest).
Thanks :) book this book was exceptionally good. You need to never give
up, for love conquers all. We get a rare glimpse into how some Aspies
think and feel. Awesome Book I loved reading this book! This book was
recommended to me from a professor. Jerry actually starts the initial
Asperger's support group operate by adults with Asperberger's. It is so
worth the cost of the reserve. One turns into deeply invested and quite
frankly I was a little bit surprised to start to see the choice of film
actors after reading the publication, but the couple themselves find the
idea amusing. Don't look for this book to be a beacon of expect your
Autism Spectrum Disorder offspring engaged and getting married, I ought
to know!! No matter, for I am not likely to be married in any case, the
Lord God currently shipped me his punishment! Intriguing book for
anybody interested in Asperger's Syndrome This is an excellent book. Let
me start by saying I go through this book twice-- AND saw the film. It's
type of an unconventional romance, but it allows one to find out about
Jerry and Mary individually and as a couple, which was interesting.
Clkathyp This book allows you to see how people under the autism
spectrum may think and feel. Beautiful story I love both the book and
the film. I really enjoyed this book! Both writing styles were
refreshing and different from what I typically discover nowadays. It'll
also help you see the flaws with the way their story was depicted on
film. If you ask me, it appeared a bit bittersweet, but you'll learn
from it. I haven't found another book about Asperger's so compelling.
I'd definitely recommend this reserve. It's hard to put this one down!
Great insight into the minds of Aspies My brother has Asperger Syndrome,
therefore i love reading books by and on the subject of Aspies. I have
not had a chance to examine it but I offered it as something special to
someone who I believed might like it and she opened it and was thrilled.

I haven't seen the movie yet, but I heard it really is great, and I will
be ordering it soon. speedy delivery! Their tales are absolutely
engaging and make the publication difficult to put down. I felt such as
this one gave a robust watch at how they believe, and it was wonderfully
matched with a lively, interesting story. I got here super fast and was
in great condition! From Barbara's Autistic/Asperger's son, 45 year old
David Merrill Gill: My parents and I couldn't get through the whole
thing, only got partway through it. This is actually the love story
between Jerry and Mary who've such separate, disparate encounters with
their situations of Asperger's. Fundamentally, although there are many,
a lot of things specific to an AS relationship, the book is about the
triumph of like. Glad I bought it. Whenever you start to see the date at
the top left part, note that the individual speaking offers switched
(Jerry and Mary both narrate). Essential read! Specifically for aspies
like me, who needs insights about romantic relationship. The subject was
of such interest to me as someone with AS wedded to somebody also on the
Spectrum, I was starved for details as to how someone else's AS marriage
works. If you are searching for a quirky love story, search no further
than this publication. It is heartwarming and heartbreaking at the same
time. I highly recommend it. And the reserve delivered in spades. How
the tale was told could be a little bit confusing. It makes you see they
can possess the same emotions, intelligence and outlook on life that
people do. I loved having the ability to read about the same scenes from
each point of view.
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